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the x-particles physics engine was designed to handle the rendering of complex particles and
retargeting of objects on a level of realism similar to pixar’s renderman. common dynamic

particles can be rendered over a single primitive and retargeted and animated to any object in a
scene. also, for the benefit of all 3d creators, the x-particles physics engine enables you to

animate any type of object – from static meshes to complex geometry. the x-particles particle
system supports the creation of complex, realistic, and roto particles. it also supports real-time 3d

visualization of the objects and particles as well as all the tools required for advanced
customisation. these new features mean that now you can do 3d animation in the comfort of your

own home, on your own time, whether it’s a few hours in the morning or a few days away from
work. even with today’s development and computational power, a powerful visual effects tool like
thinkingparticles is needed to do the job right. when this is done it will appear on the bottom-right
corner of your screen. if you wish, you can tap the area and then allow thinkingparticles to send

your call/sms/messages. you are responsible for your call/sms/messages & privacy settings. please
review/update your settings. we know we have awesome real-time baking, and we are excited to

start showing it. even though x-particles is the current commercial version of cinema 4d, we
continue to support our developers and customers to get started with the latest x-particles

version, and offer full technical support. both versions support the same rtb functions, and x-
particles is still the only tool to be able to export to photo collada if your render server supports it.
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x-particles 2.0 comes with many features that allow us to thoroughly integrate the emitter engine
with cinema 4d. first, the particle system includes input managers for all main input devices:

mouse, keyboard, joystick, etc. the new iteration of the particles emitter, which makes use of x-
particles mesh-based particles, takes these inputs as if the users were using a mouse to interact
with the emitter. integration with cinema 4d is also the way x-particles separates itself from the

rest of the particle systems. x-particles offers an api, similar to that of typical animation software,
to allow third-party developers to integrate its plugin into their own packages. with this

integration, third-party developers can update the interface in cinema 4d, which will in turn update
the interface and all custom settings on the particle system. the two main systems are: the

particle system, which contains the core emitter tools needed to create particles from your emitter
objects and the physics engine, which contains the tools for rendering, collision and retargeting.
the particle system makes use of the boundary constraints to maintain physical properties on a
particle, while the physics engine enables you to render any type of object using the powerful

retargeting system. the particle system supports a plethora of features including: post-processing,
basic particle overlay effects, common object instancing, and advanced particle motion blur. being

able to do all this without writing a line of code, is just one of the unique aspects of
thinkingparticles. 5ec8ef588b
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